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67DC2
1. Is there a ban on donations from foreign interests to 

political parties?

51DCC2
2. Is there a ban on donations from foreign interests to 

candidates?

21DC2
3. Is there a ban on corporate donations to political 

parties?
25DCC24. Is there a ban on corporate donations to candidates?

52DC2
5. Is there a ban on donations from corporations 

with government contracts or partial government 
ownership to political parties?

40DCC2
6. Is there a ban on donations from corporations 

with government contracts or partial government 
ownership to candidates?

25DC2
7. Is there a ban on donations from trade unions to 

political parties?

27DCC2
8. Is there a ban on donations from trade unions to 

candidates?

72DC2
9. Is there a ban on anonymous donations to political 

parties?

64DCC2
10. Is there a ban on anonymous donations to 

candidates?

85*
11. Is there a ban on state resources being given to or 

received by political parties or candidates (excluding 
regulated public funding)?

5412. Is there a ban on any other form of donation?

34DC1
13. Is there a limit on the amount a donor can contribute 

to a political party over a time period (not election 
specific)? 

14. If there is a limit on the amount a donor can contribute 
to a political party over a time period (not election 
specific), what is the limit? 

18DC1
15. Is there a limit on the amount a donor can contribute 

to a political party in relation to an election? 



16. If there is a limit on the amount a donor can contribute 
to a political party in relation to an election, what is the 
limit? 

31DCC1
17. Is there a limit on the amount a donor can contribute 

to a candidate?
18. If there is a limit on the amount a donor can contribute 

to a candidate, what is the limit?

2-36 ,1-63DPF

19. Are there provisions for direct public funding to 
political parties?

 Answers: 0-No, 1-Only regularly provided funding , 
2- Both regularly and in relation to campaigns.

20. If there are provisions for direct public funding to 
political parties, what are the eligibility criteria? 

21. If there are provisions for direct public funding to 
political parties, what is the allocation calculation? 

22. If there are provisions for direct public funding to 
political parties, are there provisions for how it should 
be used (“earmarking”)? 

79IDPF
23. Are there provisions for free or subsidized access to 

media for political parties?
24. If there are provisions for political parties’ free or 

subsidized access to media, what criteria determine 
access allocation? 

44IDPFC
25. Are there provisions for free or subsidized access to 

media for candidates?

76IDPF
26. Are there provisions for any other form of indirect 

public funding?

13
27. Is the provision of direct public funding to political 

parties related to gender equality among candidates?

8
28. Are there provisions for other financial advantages to 

encourage gender equality in political parties?
9329. Is there a ban on vote buying?

93
30. Are there bans on state resources being used in favor 

or against a political party or candidate? 

38DC3
31. Are there limits on the amount a political party can 

spend?



32. If there are limits on the amount a political party can 
spend, what is the limit?

51DCC333. Are there limits on the amount a candidate can spend?
34. If there are limits on the amount a candidate can 

spend, what is the limit for spending?

79TR
35. Do political parties have to report regularly on their 

finances?

74TR
36. Do political parties have to report on their finances in 

relation to election campaigns?

69TRC
37. Do candidates have to report on their campaigns 

finances?

79TR
38. Is information in reports from political parties and/ or 

candidates to be made public?

77TR
39. Must reports from political parties and/ or candidates 

reveal the identity of donors?
40. What institution(s) receives financial reports from 

political parties and/ or candidates?

75TR
41. Is it specified that a particular institution(s) is 

responsible for examining financial reports and/ or 
investigating violations?

42. What other institutions have a formal role in political 
finance oversight?

 82*S
43. What sanctions are provided for political finance 

infractions?
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